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ABSTRACT

This file contains a note on the nature of the data utilized in the Review.

Supplementary Note 1

This Review makes use of a database primarily composed of United States Geological Survey (USGS) stream gages. A

consideration of the nature of these data is in order. Data compilations of hydraulic geometry typically report, for each

site, average values of bankfull depth and width from a few cross-sectional surveys, a longitudinal profile of the river bed,

and a statistically random sampling of the river-bed grain-size distribution1. Variation and ambiguities exist in methods for

determining bankfull conditions as topographic indices are not always prevalent or multiple indicators may exist within the

same reach2, 3. The data used in this Review4 generally represent river reaches where morphological breaks in the channel cross

section indicate the bankfull conditions. At these sites ‘Stage’ (depth) and discharge are measured for a wide range of flows

within each surveyed channel cross section. Discharge is determined as the average measured velocity times the cross sectional

area of the flow. These discharge and depth data are then combined to create a rating curve from which discharge is measured.

Stream gages are intentionally placed at locations where channel geometry is relatively ‘simple’ and stable5–7, typically

precluding braided rivers and meander bends; such preclusion may introduce some bias into measured geometries considered

within this review. However, the bias towards stable cross sections indicates that these data may be well suited for determining

the first-order channel behavior. To date, USGS gages represent the largest quality controlled publicly-available database for

examining hydraulic geometry and hydroclimate8–10. Accordingly, observations from North America, and particularly the

United States, are typically over represented in ’global’ alluvial river hydraulic geometry compilations11.

Slope and grain size are not reported within the river transect measurements from the USGS. Values in the database



used within this review4 were determined from complementary reports and/or independent studies that may utilize differing

methodologies. Moreover, channel geometry and flow measurements at gages may not be representative of reach averages

obtained from more detailed surveys — for example, with boat-mounted instruments. Multibeam echosounders are now

commonly employed to provide detailed bathymetric data, and Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) can provide

three-dimensional flow velocity data12. These techniques certainly provide a more robust estimation of reach-averaged channel

geometry and fluid stress, compared to at-a-station gage measurements. Taken together these caveats indicate that for each river

in the database, there is some unknown measurement error introduced with each variable — and that these errors compound for

groupings of variables.

The above considerations mean that one cannot separate true (natural) variability from measurement error when assessing

the scatter in Hydraulic Geometry Scaling relations (see Figure 2 in the main text) without additional detailed case studies. For

this reason, this Review focuses on explaining the scaling trends of these data with a first-order model, and does not address the

residual variation around these trends. An implicit assumption is that measurement errors discussed above are random rather

than systematic, such that they contribute to variation around the trends but do not bias the trends themselves. This assumption

has not been proven; however, the good agreement of the near-threshold model with observed trends indicates that it is not

unreasonable.
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